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Rules for keeping your 

information private and safe 
 

 

 

 

This leaflet is about: 

1. Information we may collect and store about you 

2. How we use the information for our research 

3. How we keep your information private and safe 

4. Your rights 

 

If you would like help to understand this leaflet a member of the 

research team, or another adult can help explain it. 

 

 

Did you know? 

There are new rules about how we must keep your information. The new 

rules fall under UK Data Protection Law or UK DPL. 

This covers the Data Protection Act 2018 and the UK General Data 

Protection Regulation. The new rules started in May 2018. 
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1.What information might we have about you? 

 
 

If you take part in our research projects the University may store personal 

information* about you.  

Personal information is also sometimes called personal data. It is very 

important, that you understand what happens with your personal information.  

We might have information like: 

• Your name and age 

• The project you work with  

• Other services you have used 

Each research project is different. You will always receive information about 

the research project you are taking part in. 

Sometimes information we ask you for is very sensitive. This might be 

information about: your race; ethnic origin; religion; health or sexual 

orientation.  

We have to take extra care if we collect this type of information from you. 

 

2. Why we keep information about you and other people 

At University our research must always be ‘in the public interest’. This means 

our research is trying to help people understand important issues and trying to 

improve people’s lives in the future.  

Collecting personal information is sometimes part of our research. This can 

help us learn things like: 

• What type of children and young people use different services 

• Whether services are helpful for children and young people  

• How we can make services and support to children better 
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We are allowed to collect, store and use personal information if we ask you 

for permission and look after it properly.  

We will always tell you about any information we wish to collect from you and 

how we use it and look after it.  

Research projects at the University of Bedfordshire are carefully designed to 

be safe for people to take part in.  

Before we can do research our plans are checked by someone to make sure 

they will not cause anyone harm.  

 

3. How we keep your information private and safe 

We have to look after your information at all times. We follow laws and rules 

about how we keep your information safe. This means we:  

• Only collect information from you if we need it 

• Tell you when we have information about you and how we will use it 

• Only use information you provide us for our research. 

• Never use information which could cause upset for you.  

• Keep the information only as long as we need it  

 

The most important thing to us is that we keep your personal information 

private. We NEVER sell personal information to anyone else. 

After we collect personal information we make sure it is anonymised* as 

quickly as possible. (*Anonymised means we make sure no one can tell this 

information is connected to you.)  
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When we share our research results (in a report or presentation), these are 

also anonymised – this means that no-one can identify you from the research 

results or report. 

 

Who might get to see my personal information? 

The only people your personal information would be shared with are:  

• People working on the research project.  

• A manager or supervisor of a researcher 

• Someone who comes to check or inspect we are doing our work properly.  

 

We will always let you know which of these people will be accessing your 

personal information and make sure they follow the rules.  

If we ever want to use information that does identify you – such as a photo or 

a sound recording of your voice – we would need to get your permission to do 

this separately. 

 

Storing your personal information safely 

Any personal information we collect for our research is stored safely in 

password protected encrypted files on our secure University computers 

(‘server’). 

Personal information is stored on special secure university computers or in 

locked cabinets (inside locked rooms at the University).  

All university computers need passwords to log in to them. Only researchers 

working on a project can access the files and personal information from that 

project.  
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Deleting data 

All the information is also deleted properly when we don’t need it.  

At the end of a research project we keep personal information about people 

who take part in the project for a short time (normally 1 – 2 years). More 

details will be given in the information sheet for each project.  

You will also be told who to contact if you want to stop being part of a 

research project. We will explain if and how we can remove information you’ve 

shared with us from a project.  

 

4. Your rights*  

It is really important that we follow the rules when we collect, store and use 

personal information.  

The rules help you have control of how other people collect, store and use 

your personal information. Here is a list of your important rights.  

 

You have the right to:  

• Know how the University uses your personal information.  

• Ask for copies of the information we have about you.  

• Ask us to correct mistakes if information we have about you is wrong. 

• Complain about how we are using your personal information 

• Ask for some of the information the University has about you to be 

deleted, or ask us to stop using it (if this happens before our research is 

shared with the public).  
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5. What to do if you have questions or want to complain 

 

Contact the University’s Data Protection Officer (DPO) if you:  

• have a question about how your information is used by the University  

• want to report any problems with how you think your personal information 

has been stored or shared   

• would like to complain  

 

Telephone: 01582 489041 

Email: DPO@beds.ac.uk 

   

If we cannot solve your problem, you can also make a complaint to the ICO 

(Information Commissioners Office). The ICO is the big boss of personal 

data (information about you).  

You can telephone them on 0303 123 1113, Monday to Friday between 9am 

and 5pm or visit https://ico.org.uk/concerns/handling/ on their website.  

 

We hope that you now understand a little bit more about what personal 

information is and what the University does with yours. Remember if any of 

this is unclear there are lots of people who will be happy to explain this to you.  

 

 

Text adapted in part from https://www.mencap.org.uk/our-privacy-policy 

https://www.mencap.org.uk/our-privacy-policy

